Great Britain: The MAN TGE has been crowned 2021
Best Large Van at the Parkers Awards




Parkers' experts test according to strict criteria
MAN TGE takes the lead for the second time in a row
“MAN is unique in this sector for offering truck levels of
aftersales care and assistance,” says Keith Adams, editor
of Parkers.co.uk

The TGE van from MAN Truck & Bus was honored in Great Britain at the end
of October with the "Best Large Van 2021" award by the experts of the website Parkers.co.uk. The Parkers Awards evaluate vans according to customer-relevant criteria such as near-use driving cycles, economic efficiency
and ease of use, reflecting the views of British van buyers.
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Keith Adams, editor of Parkers.co.uk said: “Now a two-times winner of the
Parkers Best Large Van award, the MAN TGE sets impressively high standards yet to be reached by its rivals. MAN is unique in this sector for offering
truck levels of aftersales care and assistance. The TGE is brilliant to use –
it’s good to drive for such a large vehicle, offers great real-world efficiency
and has impressive load volumes, with a cab environment that’s second-tonone.”
Each of the shortlisted models were tested independently and rigorously by
Parkers expert reviewers, analysing cost-per-month, value, quality, overall
excellence and fitness for purpose. The MAN TGE beat off stiff competition
from other van manufacturers.
Daniel Holbein, Head of MAN Truck & Bus Van products in the UK, said:
“We’re absolutely delighted to receive both this Award and the recognition
from Parkers, now for the second year running. We are also thrilled that our
Customer First service promise has clearly caught Parkers’ eye, this underpins our commitment to our customers ensuring we keep their vehicles on
the road and earning at all times.”

MAN Truck & Bus is one of Europe's leading commercial vehicle manufacturers and transport solution providers, with
an annual revenue of some 11 billion euros (2019). The company's product portfolio includes vans, trucks,
buses/coaches and diesel and gas engines along with services related to passenger and cargo transport. MAN Truck &
Bus is a company of TRATON SE and employs more than 37,000 people worldwide.
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Parkers Award in Great Britain: MAN TGE wins for the second year running
in the category Best Large Van.
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